Tommy the pufferfish rests in his tank...

When suddenly...

RING!

Somebody needs my help!

Hello?

SUPERTOMMY! My cave is too warm and I can't sleep! Could you help me?

Sure, I'll be right there!
By putting on my handy-dandy cape...

I will become...

SUPERTOMMY!

To aid this creature, I will need ICE CUBES!
SUPERTOMMY's human housemate helps load ice cubes onto the **NAUTICAL NOTION**.

...and with that task completed, SUPERTOMMY flies off to help the creature in need!

SUPERTOMMY brings the ice cubes into the eel's home.

**Thanks, SUPERTOMMY!**

Afterwards, SUPERTOMMY returns home to get some rest...

**RING!**

**Another call?!**

**RING!**
I'm melting!
It's so hot over here!
I don't have enough ice cubes for all these creatures!
READERS! I need your help!
Humans have drastically sped up Earth's warming rate through the emission of "greenhouse gasses" such as carbon dioxide and methane!

These gasses are produced by human activities like factory production and transportation through automobiles.

Marine organisms, who cannot quickly adapt to climate change, are affected by your actions greatly!

Marine organisms, such as plankton, are decreasing in number due to the sudden change in temperature. This will devastate the food chain.

This issue and many more will cause species to move away from their homes in search for a better habitat, leaving the ocean in utter imbalance.

The effects of climate change on the ocean have already taken hold in some respects. For example, half the corals in the Great Barrier Reef have died since 1995!
However, our marine friends are not the only creatures in danger! Even if we disregard the impact the disarray within the ocean will have on the land, there are still many issues that will prevail on the latter due to climate change!

If humans cannot soon limit the average global temperature to 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels...

Middle Eastern countries will undergo heatwaves which may turn fertile land into desert...

and increased rainfall will put Europe in danger of flooding!

Countless other issues will occur as well, causing a global crisis for a multitude of plants and animals, including humans!
Help battle climate change by taking steps to reduce it and encouraging your friends to do the same!

Carpooling, recycling, and supporting eco-friendly businesses are all great ways to take part in the fight against global warming!

Don't forget to write letters to governments and businesses! Many organizations are already enforcing policies to support the battle against climate change, but there is no harm in further encouraging this behavior!
Let's all do our part to reduce climate change so we can continue living on a happy and healthy planet!
WORD SEARCH:
Each red word in this SUPERTOMMY comic can be found in the word search!

MAZE:
Help SUPERTOMMY through this maze to help a creature affected by climate change!

Show your support for the battle against climate change by taking the SUPERTOMMY Ocean Advocate pledge at https://www.change.org/SUPERTOMMY
A SUPERTOMMY Adventure!

Join SUPERTOMMY as he faces an invisible yet distinctly destructive foe—CLIMATE CHANGE! Will he be able to fight off such a menace by himself? See for yourself in this SUPERTOMMY comic!